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Abstract
The potential for exposure to large solar particle events (SPEs) with high energy levels is a major concern during interplanetary transfer and extra-vehicular activities (EVAs) on the lunar and Mars surface. Previously, we have used data from the last 5 solar cycles to
estimate percentiles of dose to a typical blood-forming organ (BFO) for a hypothetical astronaut in a nominally shielded spacecraft during a 120-d lunar mission. As part of this process, we made use of complete energy spectra for 34 large historical SPEs to calculate what
the BFO mGy-Eq dose would have been in the above lunar scenario for each SPE. From these calculated doses, we then developed a
prediction model for BFO dose based solely on an assumed value of integrated ﬂuence above 30 MeV (U30) for an otherwise unspeciﬁed
future SPE. In this study, we reasoned that since BFO dose is determined more by protons with higher energies than by those with lower
energies, more accurate BFO dose prediction models could be developed using integrated ﬂuence above 60 (U60) and above 100 MeV
(U100) as predictors instead of U30. However to calculate the unconditional probability of a BFO dose exceeding a pre-speciﬁed limit
(“BFO dose risk”), one must also take into account the distribution of the predictor (U30, U60, or U100), as estimated from historical SPEs.
But U60 and U100 have more variability, and less available historical information on which to estimate their distributions over many SPE
occurrences, than does U30. Therefore, when estimating BFO dose risk there is a tradeoﬀ between increased BFO dose prediction at a
given energy threshold and decreased accuracy of models for describing the distribution of that threshold over future SPEs as the threshold increases. Even when taking the second of these two factors into account, we still arrived at the conclusion that overall prediction
improves as the energy level threshold increases from 30 to 60 to 100 MeV. These results can be applied to the development of
approaches to improve radiation protection of astronauts and the optimization of mission planning for future space missions.
Ó 2009 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The development of operational strategies and structural capability for the protection of astronauts from solar
particle events (SPEs) is an important consideration for the
planning of future lunar surface scenarios and a mission to
Mars. A major concern for astronauts’ safety during space
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missions is possible acute radiation syndrome from exposure to an intense SPE during an extra-vehicular activity
(EVA) or in a lightly shielded vehicle (<5 g cm2). In
addition, multiple exposures to SPEs with intense particle
ﬂux and high energy levels are thought to increase the risk
of radiation-caused cancer and degenerative disease
(Cucinotta, 1999; Cucinotta et al. 2001; Cucinotta and
Durante 2006). Most SPEs would produce small crew
doses; however even a small SPE can disrupt mission operations and lead to excessive costs. A concern for health risk
to astronauts would arise only from a small portion of
SPEs (about 10%) where eﬀective doses would be expected
to exceed 50 mSv.
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In Kim et al. (2009), for each of the 34 largest historical
SPEs, we used spectral data to construct Weibull models
for approximating UE, the event-integrated ﬂuence above
an arbitrary level of E MeV. Depending on context, we will
sometimes use the notation U(E)  UE to emphasize that
UE is a function of E. For the ith SPE, the approximating
function was of the form
^ i ðEÞ ¼ P i expðai Ebi Þ;
U

ð1Þ

where Pi, ai and bi are SPE-speciﬁc parameters. For each of
^ i ðEÞ was then used in a physical/physiologthese 34 SPEs, U
ical model (Billings and Yucker, 1973; Cucinotta et al.
1994; Wilson et al. 1989) to calculate Bi, the mGy-Eq dose
to a blood-forming organ (BFO) for a hypothetical astronaut in a nominally shielded spacecraft or lunar habitat.
We then developed a log-linear regression model to predict
^ i ðEÞ),
Bi (which was calculated using the entire function U
by a simple function of U30,i alone, where U30,i is the actual
observed value of U30 for the ith SPE. The model was of
the form
log Bi ¼ b0 þ b1 log U30;i þ ui ;

ð2Þ

where ui is a normally distributed random error term with
zero mean and variance r2.
At the same time, we also used the complete database of
370 SPEs (Feynman et al. 1990; Goswami et al. 1988; King,
1974; NGDC/GOES, 2008; Shea and Smart, 1990)
recorded during cycles 19–23 to model (1) the probability
distribution of SPE occurrence times for lunar stays of several duration lengths, centered at the times of peak SPE
occurrence within a solar cycle; and (2) the probability distribution of U30 over a range of SPEs that could occur.
Finally, we combined the distributions of SPE occurrence
times and U30 with the model given by Eq. (2) to estimate
percentiles of BFO dose attributable to future SPEs during
hypothetical stays on the moon centered at the time of
maximum SPE occurrence. The advantage of this method
is that only the probability distribution of U30 for future
SPEs is needed to make this calculation, not the complex
distribution of entire energy spectra.
As described in Kim et al. (2009) the absorbed dose D(x)
due to energy deposition at given location x by all particles
is an integral of the form
Z 1
wðEÞdE;
ð3Þ
DðxÞ ¼
0

where the scaled ﬂux w(E) depends on the stopping power
of the material at x and on uj(x, E), the ﬂux of ions of type j
with atomic mass Aj having energy E at x (j = 1, 2,. . .). For
the scenarios over which we have calculated BFO dose,
which depends on D(x), w(E) is high, at lower energies
(E < 30 MeV) corresponding to low proton penetration
depth, and w(E) falls oﬀ most rapidly for larger values of
E, where much higher penetration depth occurs. For this
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reason, we hypothesized that a linear model predicting
BFO dose (or for other deep-seated tissues) in terms of
U(60) or U(100) would give a better approximation than
would Eq. (2). As an example, in Kim et al. (2009), the
BFO dose of 180 mGy-Eq calculated from the entire energy spectrum of the SPE with the largest recorded value
of U30 in the space era (9.0  109 protons cm2) was lower
than the NASA 30-day BFO dose limit of 250 mGy-Eq
(NCRP, 2000; NRC/NAS, 2008). However, BFO doses
of 400, 470, and 480 mGy-Eq calculated from the spectra
of three other events with smaller U30 (1.00  109, 4.23 
109, and 5.0  109 protons cm2, respectively), were over
the limit. The reason is that the spectra of the latter three
events, although they had lower total integrated ﬂuence
above 30 MeV, actually had more integrated ﬂuence at
higher energy levels than did the ﬁrst event. In particular,
U100 = 3.5  108, 4.58  108, and 5.5  108 protons cm2,
respectively, for these events as compared with U100 =
2.4  108 for the ﬁrst event.
However, a mitigating factor when evaluating the
expected BFO dose for a lunar mission comprising several
SPEs, using a model analogous to Eq. (2) for E > 30, is that
a good estimate of the probability distribution of UE over
SPEs is needed. The detection thresholds especially at high
proton energies, diﬀered between the 19th and more recent
cycles, therefore an unbiased representation of the distribution of U60 and U100 is best obtained using only ﬂuence
data from 169 SPEs recorded from 1986 to the present
(solar cycles 22 and 23), which are the measurements of
the 5-min average integral proton ﬂux for SPEs by Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
spacecraft obtained through direct access to the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Agency’s (NOAA’s)
National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC). By contrast,
in Kim et al. (2009), we were able to use 368 SPEs’ ﬂuence
from 370 recorded SPEs over cycles 19–23 to estimate the
distribution of U30. Here, we investigate the tradeoﬀ
between BFO dose prediction accuracy and integrated ﬂuence probability distribution estimation accuracy to show
that with current data, the best prediction of the total
BFO dose over a mission can be made using U100, as
opposed to using U60 or U30.
2. Predicting BFO dose from integrated ﬂuence over higher
proton energies
In the previous work (Kim et al. 2009), calculated BFO
mGy-Eq doses (Bi) from 34 historically large SPEs were
modeled in terms of U30 in Eq. (2). Since then, values of
Bi have been calculated from the full energy spectra of nine
additional SPEs. For these 43 SPEs in total, the model ﬁt
greatly improves when predicting Bi using U60 or U100.
This can be seen in Fig. 1, which shows scatter plots of
log10 Bi vs. log10 UE,i for E = 30, 60, and 100 MeV. Estimated values of b0, b1, residual error standard deviation,
and R2 for all three log-linear models are summarized in
Table 1.
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Fig. 1. Predicting BFO mGy-Eq from integrated ﬂuence of (a) U30, (b) U60, and (c) U100.

Table 1
BFO regression models (N = 43).
Model

E (MeV)

b1E

b0E

rE

R2

1
2
3

30
60
100

0.770
1.084
1.040

5.214
7.304
6.336

0.481
0.263
0.062

0.471
0.842
0.991

3. Estimation of BFO dose risk for a future SPE during a
lunar mission

as E increases rE decreases, reﬂecting increased accuracy
of the linear approximation.
Let B0 be a pre-deﬁned critical level of BFO dose, e.g.
B0 = 250 mGy-Eq of the NASA 30-day limit (NCRP,
2000; NRC/NAS, 2008) and let Z0 = log10 B0. Then,
PðBFO dose > B0 Þ ¼ PðZ > Z 0 Þ


z0  b0E  uE
:
¼P X >
b1E

ð5Þ

If the objective of this study were only to predict the
BFO mGy-Eq dose based solely on knowledge of UE,
clearly the model based on U100 would be the best choice.
However to use this method to calculate the BFO dose risk
for future lunar missions, we have to take into account the
probability distribution of UE for hypothetical future SPEs.
Let Z (log10 mGy-Eq) be the log BFO dose. From the generalization of Eq. (2) for a general value of E and given
log10 UE = X, the analogous model for Z is

In Kim et al. (2009), we predicted BFO dose risk by use of
Eq. (5) for E = 30 MeV with X assumed to follow a Gamma distribution independent of uE. We now consider the
possible use of U60 or U100 instead of U30 for predicting this
risk, where for ﬁxed E, X is assumed to have a Gamma distribution with shape parameter kE and scale parameter hE.
More speciﬁcally, we will use the notation X  G(kE, hE),
meaning that for any c > 0,
Z 1
1
ukE 1 eu=hE du:
ð6Þ
QX ðcÞ ¼ P ðX > cÞ ¼ kE
hE CðkE Þ c

Z ¼ b0E þ b1E X þ uE ;

Combining Eqs. (5) and (6), and using uE  N ð0; r2E Þ, gives

ð4Þ

where the coeﬃcients b0E and b1E and the variance of the
error term uE depend on E. This model represents how
much we know about Z, and by extension the BFO dose,
which depends on the full energy spectrum of an SPE
through Eq. (3), given the partial information X about
the energy spectrum. The error term uE, which is actually
the discrepancy between the true log BFO dose and the
approximation b0E + b1EX, reﬂects random variation of
the rest of the energy spectrum of an SPE given that log10 UE = X. As an approximation, we assume
uE  N ð0; r2E Þ. From Table 1, we have already seen that

PðBFO dose > B0 Þ


Z 1
z0  b0E  u u 1
/
du;
QX
¼
b1E
r r
1

ð7Þ

where /() is the standard normal probability density function. In practice, b0E, b1E, and rE are unknown and must
be estimated by linear regression of log10 Bi on log10 UE,i
for E = 60 and 100 MeV as was done in Kim et al. (2009)
for E = 30 MeV. To compare the models for E = 60 or
100 MeV with the one for E = 30 MeV, we ran a Monte
Carlo study, simulating the estimation of b0E, b1E, and
rE as well as the Gamma parameters kE and hE, then
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Table 2
Gamma distribution parameters.
Model

E (MeV)

N

kE

hE

KS

1
2
3

30
60
100

368
169
169

36.5
20.9
19.3

0.187
0.276
0.275

0.310
0.295
0.392

substituted these estimates into Eq. (7). The process was repeated 10,000 times giving rise to empirical distributions of
estimates of P(BFO dose > B0) for each value of E.
4. Results
4.1. Gamma distribution models
Estimated values of kE and hE, are shown in Table 2 for
E = 30, 60, and 100 MeV. As described above, only 169
SPEs (from solar cycles 22 and 23) were used for estimating
the distributions of X for E = 60 or 100 MeV, as opposed
to the 368 SPEs used for the case E = 30 MeV. The last
column of Table 2 shows the P-value for the Kolmogorv–Smirnov test of the null hypothesis that X has the
particular Gamma distribution shown. In all three cases
(P > 0.25), it can be seen that there was no evidence suggesting signiﬁcant model misspeciﬁcation, even with the
fairly large sample sizes involved.
4.2. Simulated estimation of BFO dose risk
Results of the Monte Carlo simulation of BFO dose risk
in a spacecraft (5 g cm2) during interplanetary transfer are
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shown in Fig. 2 for B0 = 100(25)300 mGy-Eq. This ﬁgure
shows the median estimate as well as the 5th and 95th percentiles of the estimate of P(BFO dose > B0), taking
account random errors in estimating b0E, b1E, and rE with
data from 43 SPEs, as well as errors in estimating kE and
hE, from either 368 or 169 SPEs, depending on E. From
this ﬁgure, it is clear that the much larger value of r30, leading to larger errors in estimating b0,30 and b1,30, makes estimation using U30 less reliable than using U60 or U100, even
though there is more error in estimating the Gamma distributions for the latter two cases based on 169 instead of 368
SPEs. However, there does not appear to be any signiﬁcant
bias caused by using U30, as the medians of all three methods agree well over the range of B0 shown.
5. Summary and conclusions
Astronauts’ organ doses due to the exposure to extreme
SPEs have been calculated for human exploration missions
by many authors (Ballarini et al. 2004; Bernabeu and Casanova 2007; Hoﬀ et al. 2004; Kim et al. 1999; Simonsen et al.
1992; Townsend and Zapp, 1999; Wilson et al. 1991, 1999).
Although the potential exposure to large SPEs is a major
concern during EVAs on the surface missions and during
the interplanetary transit, an accurate assessment of the
probability of such occurrences must be informed for the
planning and decision of speciﬁc scenarios.
In Kim et al. (2009), a probabilistic approach incorporating three stages of modeling was developed using the
recorded SPE database of proton ﬂuence measurements

Fig. 2. Estimating probability of BFO dose exceeding pre-deﬁned critical levels of BFO dose, B0, ranging from 100 to 300 mGy-Eq with 25 mGy-Eq
increments using (a) U30, (b) U60, and (c) U100. Centered symbol (d) is for median estimate and lower (\) and upper (>) limits are for the 5th and 95th
percentiles of estimates, respectively.
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with energy >30 MeV that have occurred during the past 5
solar cycles. First, the expected number of SPEs for a given
mission period was estimated from a non-homogeneous
Poisson process model, for which a non-constant hazard
function has been deﬁned to represent the propensity of
SPE data in space era. Second, the distribution of proton
ﬂuence for each event occurrence was simulated with a random draw from a Gamma distribution representing energy
above 30 MeV (U30). Finally, simulated exposure levels at a
typical BFO site inside a spacecraft for one SPE were calculated from a log-linear regression model based on U30
and combined with the Poisson and Gamma models to
simulate the distribution of cumulative dose for lunar missions of various lengths.
Here, it has been shown that the BFO dose for one SPE is
much more precisely predicted by proton ﬂuence at high
energy, U100, than at lower energies, U30 or U60. Despite
increased uncertainty with respect estimating the distribution of the proton ﬂuence at higher energies, the overall prediction of BFO dose for a future unspeciﬁed SPE was found
to be more reliable when basing that prediction on U100 or
on U60 than on U30, with U100 being the best predictor. We
expect this result holds for organ doses for other deepseated tissues such as lung or stomach, however for the less
shielded skin and lens further study should be made.
Because it is not feasible to model the probability distribution of complete energy spectra U(E) (0 < E < 1) for
future SPEs, a practical alternative to accurate assessment
of radiation risk from SPEs is to approximate this risk
based on the measurements at high energies of protons
beyond 100 MeV, which by far have the most weight in
the calculation of doses for deep-seated organs. More accurate prediction of BFO dose risk will be useful in developing
guidelines to manage space radiation risk for astronauts
during future space exploration missions. For example,
the projected cost of adding a very small region with more
shielding inside a spacecraft (currently considered as
5 g cm2 aluminum) would be justiﬁed if it could be shown
that this would almost certainly lower the probability of
exceeding the NASA 30-d limit of BFO dose to acceptable
risk levels for speciﬁc lunar mission scenarios. By using U100
to calculate this probability instead of U30, we could be
much more sure that the added shielding would indeed be
eﬀective in meeting operational risk speciﬁcations.
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